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Watch a Windows Media trailer for this book.
The epic conclusion to Richelle Mead's New York Times
bestselling Bloodlines series is finally here... Sydney Sage is
an Alchemist, one of a group of humans who dabble in magic
and serve to bridge the worlds of humans and vampires. They
protect vampire secrets—and human lives. After their secret
romance is exposed, Sydney and Adrian find themselves
facing the wrath of both the Alchemists and the Moroi in this
electrifying conclusion to Richelle Mead’s New York Times
bestselling Bloodlines series. When the life of someone they
both love is put on the line, Sydney risks everything to hunt
down a deadly former nemesis. Meanwhile, Adrian becomes
enmeshed in a puzzle that could hold the key to a shocking
secret about spirit magic, a secret that could shake the entire
Moroi world.
When Claire Danvers learns that three of the vampires in
Morganville have disappeared and discovers that the last
person seen with one of them is a new resident named
Magnus, she begins to suspect Magnus is not a fellow
human.
With her boss preoccupied researching the Founder Houses
in Morganville, student Claire Danvers is left to her own
devices when she learns that three vampires have vanished
without a trace. She soon discovers that the last person seen
with one of the missing vampires is someone new to town-a
mysterious individual named Magnus. After an uneasy
encounter with Morganville's latest resident, Claire is certain
Magnus isn't merely human. But is he a vampire-or
something else entirely?
Withoutthe evil vampire Bishop ruling over the town of
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Morganville,the resident vampires have made major
concessions to the human population. With their newfound
freedoms, Claire Danvers and her friends are almost starting
to feel comfortable again… Now Claire can actually
concentrate on her studies, and her friend Eve joins the
localtheatrecompany. But when one of Eve’s castmates goes
missingafter starting work on a shortdocumentary, Eve
suspects the worst. Claire and Eve soon realize that this film
project, whose subjectis the vampires themselves, is a
wholelot bigger—andway more dangerous—than anyone
suspected.
College freshman Claire Danvers has had enough of her
nightmarish dorm situation, where the popular girls never let
her forget just where she ranks in the school's social scene:
somewhere less than zero. When Claire heads off-campus,
the imposing old house where she finds a room may not be
much better. Her new roommates don't show many signs of
life. But they'll have Claire's back when the town's deepest
secrets come crawling out, hungry for fresh blood. Watch a
Windows Media trailer for this book.
Kelsey returns home to Oregon, where Mr. Kadam has
enrolled her in college, but danger sends her back to India to
begin another quest, this time with Kishan, to try to break the
curse that forces Kisham and his brother Ren to live as tigers.
New York Times bestselling author Rachel Caine presents a
collection of stories—including six new tales—featuring the little
Texas town that’s overrun by the undead. WELCOME TO
MORGANVILLE. YOU’LL NEVER WANT TO LEAVE. By
day, Morganville, Texas, is just a typical college town. By
night, the vampires emerge and take control.... In a town
where it’s not safe to be out after dark, student Claire
Danvers and her friends have had their fair share of thrills.
But Morganville still has a few secrets left to tell. Now, in this
collection, you can venture down the town’s strange streets,
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revisit all the tales you’ve come to love, and experience six
new stories featuring your favorite Morganville residents—both
human and vampire...
YA. Horror fiction. Contains books 4 - 6 in the series.
Welcome to Morganville. You'll never want to leave Morganville is a small town filled with unusual characters when the sun goes down, the bad come out. In Morganville,
there is an evil that lurks in the darkest shadows - one that
will spill out into the bright light of day. In Morganville,
vampires and humans have learnt to coexist in (relatively)
bloodless harmony. That is until Bishop arrives, a master
vampire determined to abolish all order, revive the forces of
the evil dead and let chaos rule. College student Claire
Danvers and her friends are the only ones who stand in his
way. Defending their town against evil forces natural and
unnatural, Claire and her friends must forge alliances with old
enemies and conquer massive odds ...or see Morganville and
its inhabitants obliterated for good.
Claire Danvers's college town may be run by vampires but a
truce between the living and the dead made things relatively
safe. For a while. Now people are turning up dead, a psycho
is stalking her, and an ancient bloodsucker has proposed
private mentoring. To what end, Claire will find out. And it's
giving night school a whole new meaning. Watch a Windows
Media trailer for this book.
The star-crossed tale of Romeo and Juliet, told through the
eyes of Romeo's cousin, Benvolio, a thief known as the
Prince of Shadows.
Trying to forget the boy with whom she fell in love, Abbey
returns to Sleepy Hollow and throws herself into school, her
perfume making, and her friendship with Ben to get over
Caspian, but Caspian, who is dead, is a Shade and Abbey is
his destiny.
Welcome to Morganville. Just don’t stay out after dark ...
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Morganville is a small town filled with unusual characters –
when the sun goes down, the bad come out. In Morganville,
there is an evil that lurks in the darkest shadows – one that
will spill out into the bright light of day. For Claire Danvers,
high school was hell, but college may be murder. It was bad
enough that she got on the wrong side of Monica, the
meanest of the school’s mean girls, but now she’s got three
new roommates, who all have secrets of their own. And the
biggest secret of all isn’t really a secret, except from Claire:
Morganville is run by vampires, and they are hungry for fresh
blood... Containing the first four instalments in the
international bestselling series: Glass Houses; The Dead
Girls’ Dance; Midnight Alley; Feast of Fools.
While Morganville, Texas, is often a troubled town, Claire
Danvers and her friends are looking forward to coming home.
But the Morganville they return to isn’t the one they know;
it’s become a different place—a deadly one… Something
drastic has happened in Morganville while Claire and her
friends were away. The town looks cleaner and happier than
they’ve ever seen it before, but when their incoming group is
arrested and separated—vampires from humans—they realize
that the changes definitely aren’t for the better. It seems that
an organization called the Daylight Foundation has offered
the population of Morganville something they’ve never had:
hope of a vampire-free future. And while it sounds like
salvation—even for the vampires themselves—the truth is far
more sinister and deadly. Now, Claire, Shane and Eve need
to find a way to break their friends out of Daylighter custody,
before the vampires of Morganville meet their untimely end…
Includes a teaser from Prince of Shadows: A Novel of Romeo
and Juliet!
Get ready for "non-stop vampire action" (Darque Reviews) in
the latest Morganville Vampire novel from New York Times
bestselling author Rachel Caine. While developing a new
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system to maintain Morganville's defenses, student Claire
Danvers discovers a way to amplify vampire mental powers.
Through this, she's able to re-establish the field around this
vampire-infested Texas college town that protects it from
outsiders. But the new upgrades have an unexpected
consequence: people inside the town begin to slowly forget
who they are-even the vampires. Soon, the town's little
memory problem has turned into a full-on epidemic. Now
Claire needs to figure out a way to pull the plug on her
experiment- before she forgets how to save Morganville...
Watch a Video
Okay, so technically she can’t because I’m immortal. Well,
not yet. See, due to the worst case of mistaken identity with
my dark-side-loving twin sister at a Goth club called Club
Fang, Magnus, a vampire hottie, went for my innocent neck
instead of hers. Now if I don’t reverse it in time, Magnus will
be my blood mate forever and I’m doomed to be a bloodgulping, pasty, daylight-hating vampire. Believe me, it
seriously bites. After the unfortunate slaying of the vampire
leader, it’s up to me, my sister, and Magnus to find the one
thing that can solve my problem—the Holy Grail. No joke. I
seriously hope I can get out of this in time, because
somehow, I scored the hottest prom date in my school, the
mouth-watering Jake Wilder. And I do not want to be a
vampire for the prom—let alone the rest of eternity...

Accepted into a special study program at MIT with
Professor Irene Anderson, Claire Danvers works on
developing a technology to block the mental powers
of vampires only to unleash unexpected forces when
she tests the machine on live subjects.
Vampires and humans coexist in harmony in
Morganville until the arrival of the evil vampire
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Bishop, an event which forces Claire Danvers and
her friends to join an underground resistance
movement to stop him from destroying all the
inhabitants of the town.
Life has changed dramatically in Morganville. The
resident vampires have made major concessions to
the human population and with their newfound
freedoms, Claire Danvers and her friends are
starting to feel comfortable again - almost.
When Claire Danvers and her equally outcast best
friend Eve are invited to the annual Dead Girls'
Dance at a fraternity, all hell breaks loose when the
living group party with the dead group in a town
rampant with bloodthirsty vampires.
Without the evil vampire Bishop ruling over the town
of Morganville, the resident vampires have made
major concessions to the human population. With
their newfound freedom, Claire Danvers and her
friends are almost starting to feel comfortable again .
. . Now Claire can actually concentrate on her
studies, and her friend Eve joins the local theatre
company. But when one of Eve's castmates goes
missing after starting work on a short documentary,
Eve suspects the worst. Claire and Eve soon realise
that this film project, featuring the vampires
themselves, is a whole lot bigger - and way more
dangerous - than anyone suspected . . . 'Thrilling,
sexy, and funny! These books are addictive. One of
my very favourite vampire series.' Richelle Mead,
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author of the international bestselling Vampire
Academy series
After discovering that vampires populate her town,
college student Claire Danvers knows that the
undead just want to live their lives. But someone
else wants them to get ready to rumble. There's a
new extreme sport getting picked up on the Internet:
bare- knuckle fights pitting captured vampires
against each other-or humans. Tracking the remote
signal leads Claire to discover that what started as
an online brawl will soon threaten everyone in
Morganville...
INCLUDES A BRAND NEW AND EXCLUSIVE
MORGANVILLE SHORT STORY ONLY AVAILABLE
IN THIS EDITION In the small town of Morganville,
vampires and humans lived in (relative) peace - until
all the rules got rewritten when the evil vampire
Bishop arrived, looking for the lost book of vampire
secrets. He's kept a death grip on the town ever
since. Now an underground resistance is brewing,
and in order to contain it, Bishop must go to even
greater lengths. He vows to obliterate the town and
all its inhabitants - the living and the undead. Claire
Danvers and her friends are the only ones who stand
in his way. But even if they defeat Bishop, will the
vampires ever be content to go back to the old rules,
after having had such a taste of power? 'Thrilling,
sexy and funny! These books are addictive. One of
my very favourite vampire series.' Richelle Mead,
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author of the international bestselling Vampire
Academy series.
A new chapter in the New York Times bestselling
Morganville Vampires saga. Vampire musician
Michael Glass has attracted the attention of a bigtime producer who wants to cut a demo and play
some gigs-which means Michael will have to enter
the human world. For this, he's been assigned
escorts that include both a dangerous immortal as
well as Michael's all-too-human friends. And with that
mix of personalities, this is going to be a road trip
from hell...
College student Claire Danvers struggles to remain
neutral in the growing conflict between the vampires
and humans of Morganville, which is further
complicated by the arrival of a ghost-seeking
television production crew.
Vampires and humans coexist in harmony in
Morganville until a filmmaker working on a
documentary on vampires goes missing, and Claire
Danvers and her friends must handle the
consequences.
In New York Times bestselling author Rachel
Caine’s “thrilling”* Revivalist series, Bryn Davis
finds out that making a living can be rough if you’re
already dead... After dying and being revived with
the experimental drug Returne, Bryn Davis is
theoretically free to live her unlife—with regular doses
to keep her going. But Bryn knows that the
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government has every intention of keeping a tight lid
on Pharmadene’s life-altering discovery, no matter
the cost. Thankfully, some things have changed for
the better; her job at the rechristened Davis Funeral
Home is keeping her busy and her fragile romance
with Patrick McCallister is blossoming—thanks in part
to their combined efforts in forming a support group
for Returne addicts. But when some of the group
members suddenly disappear, Bryn wonders if the
government is methodically removing a threat to
their security, or if some unknown enemy has
decided to run the zombies into the ground…
Nothing says "home" like being attacked by humans
with very large guns, as Jane and Anyan discover
when they arrive in Rockabill. These are
professionals, brought into kill, and they bring Anyan
down before either Jane or the barghest can react.
Seeing Anyan fall awakens a terrible power within
Jane, and she nearly destroys herself taking out their
attackers. Jane wakes, weeks later, to discover that
she's not the only thing that's been stirring.
Something underneath Rockabill is coming to life:
something ancient, something powerful, and
something that just might destroy the world. Jane
and her friends must act, striking out on a quest that
only Jane can finish. For whatever lurks beneath the
Old Sow must be stopped...and Jane's just the
halfling for the job.
Fade OutThe Morganville VampiresPenguin
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Things should be great for Janie - she has graduated
from high school and is spending her summer with
Cabel, the guy she's totally in love with. But deep
down she's panicking about how she's going to
survive her future when getting sucked into other
people's dreams is really starting to take its toll.
Things get even more complicated when she meets
her father for the very first time -and he's in a coma.
As Janie uncovers his secret past, she begins to
realize that the choice she thought she had has
more dire consequences than she ever imagined.
In Morganville, Texas, a small college town where
evil terrorizes the streets under the cover of
darkness, Claire Danvers discovers that her new
roommates are vampires and all hell breaks loose as
the living party with the dead.
Sam Wintry was engaged to her childhood
sweetheart, Tyler Marks, planning an amazing crosscountry honeymoon during her college break. But a
hit-and-run takes Tyler's life and leaves hers in ruin.
When she begins seeing Tyler's fractured, ghostly
presence, her family believes she's losing her mind,
but she's convinced that she must complete their
journey, stopping along the way to scatter Tyler's
ashes. Only then will he be able to cross over. Is she
ready for him to leave her? And what about the
attraction she's beginning to feel for Tyler's brother,
Holden, who's insisted on travelling with her?
Seventeen-year-old Abbey knows that Caspian is
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her destiny and theirs is a bond that transcends even
death, but as Abbey finally learns the full truth about
the dark fate that links her to Caspian and ties them
both to the town of Sleepy Hollow, she suddenly has
some very difficult choices to make.
In the college town of Morganville, vampires and
humans coexist in (relatively) bloodless harmony.
Then comes Bishop, the master vampire who
threatens to abolish all order, revive the forces of the
evil dead, and let chaos rule. But Bishop isn’t the
only threat. Violent black cyclone clouds hover,
promising a storm of devastating proportions as
student Claire Danvers and her friends prepare to
defend Morganville against elements both natural
and unnatural. Watch a Windows Media trailer for
this book.
With its eclectic mix of vampire and human citizens,
Morganville, Texas, has always been a risky place to
call home. But with the invasion of the vampire’s
deadliest enemy, Morganville isn’t just in
danger—it’s dying… Ever since the draug—mysterious
creatures that prey on vampires—took over
Morganville, the lives of student Claire Danvers and
her friends have been thrown into turmoil. Most of
the town’s residents have evacuated, but Claire,
Shane, Eve and Michael have chosen to stay and
fight. Using the city’s water system to spread, the
draug have rapidly multiplied. Things in Morganville
look grim, especially since vampire Amelie—the town
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founder—has been infected by the master draug’s
bite. Now, if Claire and her friends don’t figure out
how to cure Amelie and defeat the draug, it looks like
Morganville will become little more than a ghost
town…
Morganville, Texas. Just south of normal. In the
college town of Morganville, vampires and humans
coexist in (relatively) bloodless harmony. Then
comes Bishop, a master vampire who threatens to
abolish all order, revive the forces of the evil dead,
and let chaos rule. But Bishop isn’t the only threat.
Violent black clouds promise a storm of devastating
proportions. As student Claire Danvers and her
friends prepare to defend Morganville against the
elements – both natural and unnatural – the
unexpected happens: Morganville’s vampires begin
to vanish one by one. Discovering why leads Claire
to one last choice: swear allegiance to Bishop...or
die.
Free of the evil vampire Bishop, the human
population of Morganville begins to feel less
frightened, until one of Eve's friends from the local
theater company goes missing after starting work on
a short documentary, and Eve suspects the worst.
Read Rachel Caine's posts on the Penguin Blog In
the small college town of Morganville, vampires and
humans lived in (relative) peace-until all the rules got
rewritten when the evil vampire Bishop arrived,
looking for the lost book of vampire secrets. He's
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kept a death grip on the town ever since. Now an
underground resistance is brewing, and in order to
contain it, Bishop must go to even greater lengths.
He vows to obliterate the town and all its inhabitantsthe living and the undead. Claire Danvers and her
friends are the only ones who stand in his way. But
even if they defeat Bishop, will the vampires ever be
content to go back to the old rules, after having such
a taste of power?
In Morganville, Texas, “there’s always a surprise
just around every dark corner”(Darque
Reviews)—and it usually involves the undead. Now
these secrets come to light in this collection that
includes books one through eight in Rachel Caine's
New York Times bestselling Morganville Vampires
series… GLASS HOUSES THE DEAD GIRLS'
DANCE MIDNIGHT ALLEY FEAST OF FOOLS
LORD OF MISRULE CARPE CORPUS FADE OUT
KISS OF DEATH
Bryn Davis was killed on the job after discovering her
bosses were selling a drug designed to resurrect the
dead. Now, revived by that same drug, she becomes
an undead soldier in a corporate war to take down
the very pharmaceutical company responsible for
her new condition...
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